New Jersey Kids
Treasure Our Trees

A Book to Color
One day, a boy was walking home from school. The boy loved trees.
Suddenly, the boy stopped and saw a car with different-looking license plates. The plates said, "Treasure Our Trees" and had the New Jersey state trees painted on them. The boy thought the license plates were wonderful, but since he could not drive he walked directly home to ask his father all about them.
At home, the boy excitedly told his dad about the license plates he had seen walking home from school.
The dad explained to the boy how the license plates help to plant trees by funding state grants. The boy was inspired. He wanted to help plant trees too.
That night, the boy dreamed about being a hero for the trees.
The next day the boy walked to school telling his friend about the license plates and how he wants to plant lots of trees.
Later that day, while eating a healthy snack, the boys drew the first "Treasure Our Trees" advertisements so they could give them to their friends around town.
The boy presented his new advertisements to his dad, who thought the boy might like to speak to a tree expert.
The boy spoke to a friendly forester, who explained to him how important it is to plant trees and how the license plates help them to do that.
The boy was so inspired that he visited all his local businesses to talk to everyone about the license plates and how they help to plant trees.
Later that afternoon following a busy day of telling everyone about the Treasure Our Trees license plates, the boy rested in a sunny field bordered by the forest, dreaming about how, together, we can make a world full of trees a reality.
Treasure Our Trees

Support Shade Tree Planting and Care on the Streets of New Jersey

Call 1-888-486-3339

Visit www.njmv.gov
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Buy the plates that plant the trees!
www.TreasureOurTrees.com
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